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Introduction
The Dynamic Handsheet Former from FLOQUIP is a
laboratory machine that is able to realize sheets of paper simular to
industrial paper machines. It is the ultimate laboratory equipment to
produce oriented handsheet paper for mechanical and print testing.
FLOQUIP Dynamic Handsheet Former reproduces the shear and
the hydrodynamic conditions of an industrial paper machine.
The handsheet is created by spraying pulp on the wire in a spinning
drum through a water-wall. The rotation speed combined with the
spray flow and the sweeping ratio will impart the fibers with a cross
and machine direction.
At the end of the process the handsheet is drained through the wire
by centrifugal force and the water is drained out automatically. The
handsheet is then ready to be pressed and dried.

Reliable
Affordable
Compact
Ergonomic
Reproductible

Operation Range
PULP CONCENTRATION
- pulp consistency				
- maximum length				
- drum speed					
- pump motor speed				
- pump injection pressure			
- drum diameter				

0.5 – 25 g/l
10 – 12 mm
0 – 1500 m/min
0 – 1300 rpm
0 – 5 bar
280 mm

RESULTS
- handsheet size				
- grammage					
- dryness					
- orientation MD/CD				
- retention					

850 x 200
20 - 250 g/m²
10 – 16 %
2/1
> 70 %

ALSO
Possibility to make multi-layered handsheets.
Regular transparence on the entire length of the handsheet.
Sufficient handsheet size to realize carton and paper tests.
Good reproducibility with the automatic mode.
Possibility to add all wet-end chemical products.
The utility of the machine is very simple because of the touch screen
where all of the information is easily exploited. The data settings are
entered with the number pad of the screen. The graphic visualisation
screen permits real-time observation of the system. The automatic
mode makes identical page making simple since you can save the
data in the machine.

General Information
Dimensions (L x W x H) : 1333 x 862 x 1527 mm
Weight : ± 750 kg
Structure : anodised aluminium
Cylinder : anodised aluminium
Cylinder speed : 0 to 1500 m/min
Power requirements : 230 V, 3 phase, 60 Hz + Ground
Amps : 32 A
Air pressure : 5 bars
Interface display : Touch screen

Installation and Connections
PLACING THE MACHINE IN LAB
To move the mecaform inside of a room a transpallet is not needed
since the machine is on wheels.

For proper operation the machine needs to be perfectly stable and
horizontal, the floor must be level. You also need to leave a minimum space of 30 cm behind the machine to be able to get into the
electrical box and in order to connect the water and sewer lines. It is
also useful to leave an access on the sides of the machine.
It is best not to place the machine in a room where the temperature
exceeds 25°C and with a maximum humidity level of 50%.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
For this, a metallic multipole 32A 3P+G connector is with the machine, it must be plugged into a compatible 32A electrical wall connector wired the following way :
- Yellow / Green wire : ground
- The other three wires : phases

Installation and Connections
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
Electrical
cicuit breaker

32 A lab plug

Mecaform
connector

32 A
multipole
connector

3P + G cable
3 pole 400VAC 300mA differential
block type AC +
3 pole 400VAC 25A circuit breaker

WATER AND AIR CONNECTIONS
230 V + Ground

Compressed Air IN

Water OUT

Water IN

General Functions

Touch screen

Protection hood

Translation
module

Emergency stop

Power indicator

Agitator plug
Paper pulp container
Drum motor

Drum

Paper pulp pump

Scoop motor

Paper pulp mixer

Translation module

Water pistol
Valve
Drum

Faucet

Drum motor

Electrovanne
Water

Pulp pump

Scooping system

Drain pump

Navigating the Touch Screen

Screen Functions
DESIGNER SCREEN
Press to see the designer
and the maintenance screen

Go to start manual or
automatic paper making page

MAINTENANCE SCREEN

Go to scooping set-up page
Return to
main screen

MODE SELECTION SCREEN

Start drum rotation

Screen Functions
MANUAL MODE SCREEN

Type in parameters into the keypad then press enter

AUTOMATIC MODE SCREENS

Start drum rotation

Screen Functions

Go to PID page

Go to
Automatic
mode
settings
page

Placing the Formation Wire
Before starting the paper making process you will need to place the
formation wire and sheet of blotter. The blotter needs to be the same
size as the formation wire (912 x 252 mm).

INSTALLING
Place the blotter in the drum, against the perforated basket and
between the two metalic rails. It must cover all of the holes in the
basket.
Put the protection hood over the basket, set the drum speed to 1200
m/min and humidify the botter.
Stop the drum and take the protection hood back off. (wait until the
drum comes to a complet stop or the hood will not come off for safety reasons).
Place the formation wire over the wet blotter.
Drum

Perforated

Blotter

Formation wire

Making a Handsheet in Automatic
or Manual Mode
From the start-up screen, press the arrow in the bottom right corner.
An other sreen comes up where it is possible to choose between
automatic or manual mode.
Manual : all of the functions are possible in any order
Automatic : after turning on the drum, creating the water wall and
giving the system all of the needed information press start cycle. All
of the functions are carried out automatically and the system stops
by itself.
To change the settings of an element or function, press the wanted
value on the screen. A digital number pad opens, enter the desired
value and valid by the enter button.

MANUAL MODE
- Put the paper pulp into the pulp mixer.
- Start the agitator.
- Start the pulp pump only to fill the piping and hose then stop it.
- Place the formation wire and blotter.
- Set the drum speed and start it.
- Make the wall of water inside the drum. It is at a correct level when
the two rings inside the drum are covered, 6 to 8 liters of water are
needed. The excess of water is automatically drained out.
- Set the pump speed and the number of translations desired.
- Start the pump and translation process.
- Start the draining when desired.
- Stop the pulp pump
- Stop the drum and agitator.

AUTOMATIC MODE
Follow the first 6 steps of manual mode.
Start the drum.
Enter all of the desired settings into the machine.
Then press the start cycle button.

Technical Precautions
- Take care to never leave any object inside of the drum, if this were
to happen press the emergency stop and wait for the drum to stop
before taking off the protection hood.
- Do not short-circuit any of the security devices.
- Never dissociate the protection hood and the security key.
- The drum must never be turned to the on position without its protection hood in place.
- Never let the pulp pump function without pulp or water in the mixer,
it could result in the destruction of this one.
- Never use abrasive agents in the pulp (metallic fiber, glass…).
- To clean the touch screen, only use water.
- Only use your fingers for navigating within the different screens.
- For any intervention inside the electrical box, only employ an experienced, entitled personne.
- Never try to modify or re-program any electrical or mechanical
parts of the machine without consulting SNF FLOQUIP.
If the machine does not start :
- Make sure that all the pipes (air and water), cables and the power
source are connected.
- Check the emergency stop button.
- Have an electrician check the fuses in the electrical box.
- If a variator is in defaut turn the machine off for 15 mn and restart.

For any problem or malfunction of the machine please contact the
company SNF FLOQUIP at the adress or phone number that can be
found on the last page of this manual or on the designer screen of
the machine.

Maintenance
DAILY MAINTENANCE
Rince the pulp circuits, for this fill the mixer with water and turn the
pulp pump on.
Clean the inside of the drum with the water pistol.
Clean the formation wire and blotter after each use.
Make sure that the pulp injection tip is clean and not stopped.

Top Disc
Joint

EVERY 3 MONTHS
Take the top disc of the drum off.
Take out the perforated basket.
Clean the body of the drum.

EVERY 6 MONTHS
Change the thruster/impulsor of the pulp pump (Jabsco pump).

Perforated bask
Drum Body

Unscrew the 2 bolts to get to the thruster

Thruster or impulsor

Pressure sensor

Guarantee
The guarantee of the machine covers a period of 6 months for all
material and all malfunctions. Limited to the value of the equipment.
Normal wear or wrong utilization is not warranted. SNF FLOQUIP
warrants compliance of the equipment with the specifications defined in the offer. For a normal use of the machine following the
instructions in this manual.
The guarantee starts the date of delivery.
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